The aim of the work is to report the results of the Chist-Era project AMIS (Access Multilingual Information opinionS). The purpose of AMIS is to answer the following question: How to make the information in a foreign language accessible for everyone? This issue is not limited to translate a source video into a target language video since the objective is to provide only the main idea of an Arabic video in English. This objective necessitates developing research in several areas that are not, all arrived at a maturity state: Video summarization, Speech recognition, Machine translation, Audio summarization and Speech segmentation. In this article we present several possible architectures to achieve our objective, yet we focus on only one of them. The scientific locks are be presented, and we explain how to deal with them. One of the big challenges of this work is to conceive a way to evaluate objectively a system composed of several components knowing that each of them has its limits and can propagate errors through the first component. Also, a subjective evaluation procedure is proposed in which several annotators have been mobilized to test the quality of the achieved summaries.
Introduction
When we want to access information, the first reflex is to turn to the Internet to access useful knowledge. Information on the Internet is diverse and presented in different formats and various languages. The language barrier prevents people from accessing the huge amount of knowledge and especially their diversity. Multimedia platforms like YouTube offer an automatic translation service for some videos, however two problems must be mentioned about this service. The first problem concerns the quality of the translation while the second, the fact that a foreign user sometimes wishes to have just the main idea of a video in his own language presented in only few seconds.
One of the objective of this project is to make accessible some information presented in a foreign language. The consequence of getting this information is to be aware about the existence of another version of a topic or to get another sound of a story. For instance, the AIDS topic is not performed in the same way by the journalists in the West or by those of an Arabic country for different socio-cultural reasons. To do so, AMIS (Access Multilingual Information OpinionS), a Chist-Era project 5 helps people to retrieve from a video the main topic by summarizing the original video in a target language and in the desired duration. To realize such a system, several knowledge are needed: video, audio and text summarization, automatic speech recognition and automatic translation. Moreover, it is not enough to nest these components in each others, but a global framework allowing an efficient communication between the different stones of AMIS is needed to propose.
In what follows, we will present the different version of AMIS architectures and evaluate some of them in an objective and subjective way. Each component will be described and the models used will be discussed. The challenges and the scientific locks will be mentioned. To our knowledge, there is no equivalent work, so it will be difficult to compare our results to others.
2 Different components of AMIS
Video Summarization
We designed and developed an operational framework for summarizing newscasts and reports [16] . The structure is composed in such a form, that it enables for pure experimentation with various methods to summarize video. The framework hosts several high-and low-level meta-data extraction algorithms (referring to our previous research conducted within the scope of, e.g. IMCOP project [1] ) that include detection of the anchor-person, identification of daytime and nighttime shootings and extraction of lowlevel video quality indicators.
The main summarization processes start with Shot Boundary Detection (SBD). This algorithm helps in prediction whether the video is static or dynamic. Also, through SBD we can calculate and compare data per shots instead of frames which is a way more efficient while analyzing video clips over a longer duration. We used the video quality indicators mentioned above for calculating the coefficient of activity which is a product of two indicators -Spatial Activity and Temporal Activity. These indicators show that the number of details appears on the frame and how dynamic the frame is in comparison to the previous frame, respectively. The coefficient of activity is calculated in two steps, first per frame and then as an average per shot. We build the final summary from the shots with a higher or equal coefficient of activity value compared to the average value of the entire video. We illustrate the process of summarizing video sequences in [16] .
Automatic Speech recognition system
Arabic, English and French videos are handled in the AMIS project. A focus is set on the Arabic videos, as they must be summarized in English. For that, the first processing step implies the automatic transcription of Arabic videos. The development of the Arabic speech recognition system relied on state-of-the-art approaches, and large audio and text corpora for taining the models. The system that has been developed was named ALASR, for Arabic Loria Automatic Speech Recognition system [23] . The acoustic and language models which are the main components are described in the following.
Acoustic model After the parameterisation of the audio signal resulting in a 39-component vector per each frame of 10ms (13 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients plus their differential and acceleration components), 35 Arabic acoustic models (28 consonants, six vowels and silence) are trained using Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and deep learning. More precisely each non-silence CD-DNN-HMM model consists of a contextdependent 3-state triphone whose the tied states (senones) are the outputs of a deep neural network (DNN). As shown in Figure 1 , the neural network is composed of a 440neuron input layer corresponding of 11 frames of 40 parameters, followed by six hidden layers of 2048 neurons and ended by a softmax layer with 4264 outputs (senones). This topology totals 30.6 million weights to estimate on the Arabic train corpus.
The training of the acoustic models uses the Kaldi toolkit [29] . It is broken down into several training stages: monophonic, triphones using fMLLR for speaker adaptation [6] and LDA to transform 39× 9 features into a vector of 40 components per frame, triphones using adaptative speaker training (SAT), and finally, the DNN part is trained according to the sMBR criterion [36] .
Language model To reduce the sparsity of data, the corpus has been preprocessed before estimating the language model [23] . For that, in this work, numbers and dates were converted to words, prefixes were systematically processed (depending on the prefix: concatenation or separation from the following word), duplicated letters expressing strong emotion (for example in English: 'yyyyeeessss') were suppressed and last, shortened forms were replaced with the corresponding sequence of words [23] . Then, the language model has been performed on a corpus composed of two parts: Giga-Word, a huge generic training corpus, and our small corpus made up of speech transcript. Because both corpora are unbalanced, a 4-gram language model was estimated for each part; these both models were linearly combined. Finally, the final language model was pruned by minimising the corresponding entropy among the whole and the pruned model [33] .
Machine Translation
In the scope of the AMIS project, the foreign language is Arabic, and the user speaks English. Therefore, we developed a machine translation system for side Arabic-English. Because the corpus of United Nations organisation is sufficiently broad and diverse, containing parallel sentences for Arabic and English, we decided to train our model on this corpus. We used the data of the period from January 2000 to September 2009 [5] . This resulted in 9.7 million parallel sentences. Some statistics about this corpus are given in Table 1 Concerning the language model of our MT system, we train a 4-gram language model. Words occurring at least twice were retained and a Kneser-Ney technique [12] has been used for smoothing. Statistics on those data are presented in Table 2 .
From the corpus, we also extracted a development and a test corpus; both made up of 3,000 parallel sentences.
To obtain the translation table, we used the classical GIZA++ toolkit [26] . The framework used for translation is MOSES [13] . This system stems on the phrase-based statistical approach [3, 14] . MOSES uses a beam search algorithm and evaluates the translation hypotheses by using a log-linear function. The weights of this function are tuned with the MERT algorithm [27] on a development corpus. unigrams 225k bigrams 9.1M trigrams 13.8M 4-grams 22.5M Table 2 . Number of n-grams in the English language model used for machine translation
Text Summarization
Automatic Text Summarization (ATS) is an important Natural Language Processing (NLP) task [34] . It aims to find the most relevant information from a document source in order to generate a short informative version. In this project, the text summarizing module aims to produce an abridged version of a newscast or report video based only on the textual information provided by two other modules from the project: the ASR and MT systems. Given the multi-language perspective of the project, the ATS module can produce summaries in French, English and Arabic languages.
ATS can be achieved with three different approaches: extractive, abstractive and sentence compression summarization [34] . Some exploratory experiments with sentence compression summarization have been performed during the project; however, we have mainly developed the extractive summarization approach because of its robustness to external noise like speech disfluencies and ASR mistakes [2, ?] .
ATS depends on the existence of sentences either to select, reformulate or compress the original document. In the AMIS project, the source text to ATS can be an ASR transcript or its translation; neither case contains punctuation marks. Hence sentences are inexistent. To overcome this significant issue, we developed a specialised sentence boundary detection submodule.
Sentence Boundary Detection Different from written text, in spoken language, sentences are not very well defined and have a wider delimitation. In this context, the term sentence-like unit (SU) is used to define each one of the segments within the transcript. Well-formed sentences, phrases and words unigrams can be interpreted as SUs [17] . The sentence boundary detection (SeBD) submodule developed for segmenting ASR transcripts and translations comprise the three languages of the project: English, French and Arabic. The developed SeBD system uses mainly textual features and convolutional neural networks (CNN) to segment the transcripts and generate SUs [7] .
Audio summarization
We addressed audio summarization as a Machine Learning task. Similar to text summarization, audio summarization aims to select those segments of the original video that are more relevant and produce an abridged and informative version of it. During the training phase, a linear regression model is trained to map the given audio features of each segment with an informativity value obtained from the Jensen-Shannon divergence between the segment transcript and the complete audio transcript. In this sum-marization method, only audio features are used to represent each segment. All audio processing and feature extraction is performed with the Librosa library 6 [22] .
Pre-procesing During the pre-processing step, the video's audio signal is split into background and foreground. This process is used on music records for separating vocals and other sporadic signals from accompanying instrumentation. Rafii et al. [31] achieve this separation identifying repeating elements by looking for similarities instead of looking for periodicities by using a similarity matrix. This approach is useful for those song records where repetitions happen intermittently or without a fixed period. However, we found that applying the same method to newscasts and reports audio files made much more comfortable with segmenting them using only the background signal. This is because newscasts and reports are heavily edited with usually a low volume background music playing while the journalist speaks (background) and with louder music/noises for transitions (foreground).
Following [31] , to suppress non-repetitive deviations from the average spectrum and discard vocal elements, audio frames are compared using cosine similarity. Similar frames separated by at least two seconds are aggregated by taking their per-frequency median value to avoid being biased by historical continuity. Next, assuming that both signals are additive, a pointwise minimum between the obtained frames and the original signal is applied to obtain a raw background filter. Then, a foreground and background time-frequency masks are derived from the raw background filter and the input signal with a soft mask operation. Finally, foreground and background components are obtained multiplying the time-frequency masks with the input signal. The background audio component is represented with 25 Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) features [24] and is segmented into 20 groups per minute with a clustering mechanism.
Audio Summary Creation For each segment, Q within the background audio component P, a S Q value is computed to rank its pertinence in summary. Audio summarization is performed choosing those segments which contain higher S Q in order of appearance until a length percentage is reached. S Q is defined as:
Here ∆ t = t Q+1 −t Q , being t Q the starting time of the segment Q and t Q+1 the starting time of the segment Q + 1. lr Q is the ratio between the length of the segment Q and the complete audio. D JS (P||Q) corresponds to the Jensen-Shannon divergence between the corresponding segment transcript and the complete audio transcript P as defined in [18, 35] :
is the frequency of word w over Q or P. To avoid shifting too much probability mass to unseen events, the scaling parameter δ is set to 0.0005. |P| and |Q| correspond to the number of tokens on P and Q. Finally β = 1.5 × |V |, where |V | is the vocabulary size.
Global architecture
In order to summarize a video in a target language, four different architectures are proposed. These architectures are presented in Figure 3 . In SC1, a summary video is created directly without using the audio content of the video. The content of the result of this summary is then transcribed using our speech recognition system (ALASR) and then translated into English. The result is integrated as subtitles to the summarized video. SC2 is an original architecture in which a summary is proposed based on the audio part of the original video. The result is then converted into subtitles following the same principles as in SC1. SC3 and SC4 are similar to each other. They take benefit from the result of ALASR system. The result of this step is then a text in Arabic, then the blocks (Machine Translation + Text Summarization) and (Text Summarization + Machine Translation) are respectively performed on SC3 and SC4.
Objective Evaluation
The final system will be evaluated globally. However, during the development phase, an evaluation of each component is mandatory to analyse the strengths and weaknesses of each of them. In the next sections, we will evaluate each component individually.
Evaluation of Video Summarization
In this subsection, we show that it is possible to find methodologies that allow us to avoid personal testing of various approaches for generating summaries. We present two algorithms that can help in evaluating multilingual multimedia summaries.
The first method uses annotation technique based on expert's selection to create a reference summary. Afterwards, all summaries created by summarization scripts or tools are referred to this reference. This algorithm lets checking if a specific summarization approach selected stunning shots from the original video sequence in summary.
The second method is related to YouTube tags originally added to video sequence data. It allows us checking another aspect -the video content. Evaluating video sequences cannot be reduced only to the visual layer. Checking the body (saved as text) There are some solutions for a summary evaluation that we found in related research works. Natural Language Descriptions [11] also used this solution. However, in our case, annotating was not as detailed. Instead, we complemented our method with the tag-based method. It is also necessary to mention about Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) [28] . We used a few of its concepts including Precision, Recall and F1 score. We also refer to text summary evaluation, which was used at Document Understanding Conference (DUC) [25] , and defines that the primary metric is coverage. We partially use this concept while checking if all tags used in the original video sequence are "covered" in a video summary. In [20] we can also find other methods for summary evaluation that inspired us. These are intrinsic and extrinsic approaches, for which, we describe and rate methods for assessing informativeness. This paper is also partially based on concepts given in [21] .
Experiments on both evaluation methods used the same set of a test of 41 video sequences. We selected them from YouTube newscast programs and reports presented in three languages: English, French and Arabic. Their duration was from 3 to 13 minutes.
The idea behind selecting these video sequences was to have a similar number of video sequences in three duration intervals (values in minutes): [3 − 6] , (6 − 10] and (10 − 13] . Finally, we decided to select a little bit more long video sequences (as for them, summarization makes more sense). For the full duration distribution, please check Figure 3 We processed all data in both methods and stored in a database. It made it easier to retrieve it for further processing.
Annotation Method The framework is evaluated using annotated video sequences. A pool of experts decides which frames are keyframes (meaning: critical frames, the core of the video) and which have to be in summary. We use VLC media player 7 to extract frames from single shots. This evaluation process of choosing keyframes is timeconsuming and subjective. In order to describe the obtained results, we are calculating Precision, Recall and F1 score for each sequence and algorithm.
We considered a process of summarizing video based only on visual evaluation. Video sequences were provided both to human and algorithm without any additional audio description. Of course, a person creating the evaluation could understand some written text appearing on the screen. Our goal was to validate if the summary created by a human is similar to the summary created by an algorithm, focusing on the visual part only. Such evaluation can be found in literature [8, 9, 30, 32] just to name a few. Nevertheless, the literature did not consider the summary of the news. In our research, we noted that making a reasonable summary for the human observer is very difficult. As a consequence comparing to an algorithm is not as precise as for other cases considered in the literature.
The first problem we found is the length of the summary. Table 3 presents the length of summaries provided by a human observer. We can see that the shortest is just 15% of the original video while the longest is 61%. Comparing such different solutions is difficult. The difference comes from the very different nature of the video news, which can span from a talking head to a report from a field where there is an action. In order to help with comparing human-made and automatic video summaries, the automatic algorithm has the information about the length of the summary provided by humans. Precision and Recall metrics compared the automatic and human summaries. We calculated how an algorithm also marked many frames marked by a human (we give details of the procedure in [15] ). So "true positive" means that both human and algorithm marked the same frame. "True negative" means that both human and algorithm did not mark a specific frame. Table 4 presents the results obtained for all evaluated sequences. The obtained results are not very good but even comparing summaries provided by two humans are not much better. The problem is the content, already included in a summary. Tag-Based Method This paragraph presents the evaluation method based on tags. It contains a data format, the scheme of the used methodology and the results of our experiments.
For the tag-based evaluation method, the most important data used were YouTube tags. We used YouTube tags for every selected video sequence. Tags used there to summarize the given newscast/report video sequence. Tags are, depending on the particular video sequences, written in different languages. Here are some examples:
RT, Russia Today, FSA, war, troops, us-backed FSA kicks out US special forces troops, Syria Free Syrian Army, US special forces troops, kicked out Every video sequence used has its own set of tags. They are in different languages. The algorithm for each video sequence is:
1. Retrieve the audio track from the original video sequence. 2. Use the developed automatic speech recognition system engine to obtain a textual transcription of the original video sequence. 3. Retrieve tags. If a tag includes more than one word, split it. Create a set without duplicates. 4. Check which tags appear in the textual transcription of the original video sequence.
Limit the set of tags to these tags that occur in the textual transcription of the original video sequence. 5. Create a summary of the original video sequence. 6. Retrieve an audio track from the recently created summary. 7. Use the ASR engine to obtain a textual transcription of the summarized video sequence. 8. Check which tags appear in the textual transcription of the summarized video sequence. Create a set of tags that occur in the textual transcription of the summarized video sequence. 9. Check the tags that occur in the summarized and the original video sequence. Calculate statistics.
In Figure 4 one can observe the number of tags in the original video sequences and the number of tags in the summarized video sequences -for all tested video sequences.
As we can see, for most of the selected video sequences, the percentage of occurring tags in summaries is above 50. It means that, despite different relative lengths of the summarized video sequences for various original video sequences, they contain content described in tags. It is a valuable check; however, to get more reliable information, a test should be done for a broader set of video sequences.
Evaluation of Arabic Automatic Speech Recognition
The ASR system for Arabic has been trained on an acoustic corpus of 63 hours (Nemlar [19] and NetDC [4] ). The Language Model has been trained on the GigaWord. The vocabulary is composed of 95k words with an average of 5.07 pronunciations for each entry. After several tests, tuning and improvements ALASR achieves the performance presented in Table 5 . This performance is achieved on a tuning and test corpora of 31,000 sentences for each of them. This test is done on data not extracted from our video database. The issue is that we do not have any reference transcription corpus for these videos; hence, evaluation is impossible.
To overcome this problem, we decided to build a pseudo-reference by aligning, for each YouTube video from Euronews channel, the automatic transcript and textual data from the corresponding Youtube and Euronews webpages. The transcript is considered as a reference if the WER is under a chosen threshold [10] . Experiments have been done on a corpus of 1300 sentences (a mixture of transcripts from YouTube and Euronews). We have to notice that this transcript does not correspond exactly to what has been pronounced. Consequently, the performance we provide below is under-estimated. Under these conditions, ALASR achieves a WER of 36.5.
Dev WER Test WER ALASR 13.07 14.02 Table 5 . Performance of ALASR in terms of WER
Evaluation of machine translation
We first evaluate the machine translation system on a corpus of 3000 sentences extracted from the United Nations (UN) ( As for the ASR system, the evaluation on the database we collected is not easy since we need a reference corpus. Unfortunately, this reference corpus is not available. In order to have an idea about the relevance of the machine translation system on our database, we create artificially a pseudo-reference corpus by translating with Google-Translate 8 and Systran 9 , 197 videos of Euronews that correspond to 1253 sentences. The results are given in Table 7 , in terms of BLEU (high values are a better performance).
System AMIS Google Systran AMIS -26.7 9.9 Google 26.7 -12.8 Systran 10 12.9 - Table 7 . The evaluation of the Arabic-English MT system on AMIS data.
The BLEU for our system on the pseudo-reference corpus achieved by Systran (PRS) is weak, only 9.9, while the performance on the pseudo-reference corpus obtained by Google-Translate (PSG) is equal to 26.7. To understand the weak performance on PRS, we launched Google-Translate on PRS. The achieved BLEU for this experience is 12.8. This illustrates that both Google and our system fail to get good performance on PRS. This is probably due to the fact that the translation with Systran is not good on the transcription of the videos.
Evaluation of Sentence Boundary Detection (SeBD)
This submodule performs a binary classification that decides whether a target word corresponds to a boundary between two SUs. Table 8 presents our results of a strict evaluation for the Arabic, French and English SeBD submodule in terms of Precision (P), Recall (R) and their harmonic mean (F1).
Evaluation was performed over 12 million samples from the Arabic Gigaword Fourth Edition, 106 million samples from the English Gigaword Fifth Edition and 117 million samples from the French Gigaword First Edition. In general, the SeBD submodule achieved good results concerning the "no boundary" class; both P and R are over 92%. However, the performance related to the "boundary" class dropped almost 15% for P and 32.5% for R. The unbalanced nature of the data influences this decline in performance. The "no boundary" class represents the majority of samples (84%) while the "boundary" class represents only 16% of samples. Further work is under progress to improve the performance on the "boundary" class. 
Evaluation of audio summarization
Audio summarization preliminary evaluation was performed over a small set of 10 English videos. Selected videos length varies between 102 seconds (1m42s) and 584 seconds (9m44s) with an average length of 318 seconds (5m18s). Summaries length was set to be the 35% of the original audio length. Evaluation was performed over the complete audio summaries as well as over each summary segment. For each case informativity was measured with a discrete scale from 1 to 5, going from non-informative to total informative. Table 9 shows the length of each video and the number of selected segments during the summarization process. "Full Score" corresponds to the complete audio summaries score while "Average Score" to the average score of their corresponding summary segments. Both metrics represent different things and seem to be not correlated. Whereas "Full Score" is used to evaluate the informativity of all the summary as a whole, "Average Score" represents the informativity quality of the summary segments. To validate this observation, we computed the linear correlation between these two metrics obtaining a PCC value equal to −0.0267.
The lowest "Full Score" value obtained during the evaluation was 3 and the higher 5, meaning that the summarization algorithm generates at least half informative summaries. "Average Score" values oscillate between 2.90 and 4.14. A compelling case is video #6, which according to its "Full Score" is informative but has the lowest "Average Score" of all samples. This difference is given because 67% of its summary segments has an informativity score of ≤ 3, but in general, it achieves to communicate all the relevant information. Table 9 . Audio summarization performance over complete summaries and summary segments A graphical representation of the audio summaries and their performance can be seen in Figure 5 . Full audio streams are represented as blue bars while summary segments are represented by the grey zones, which height has corresponded to their informativity score.
From Table 9 , it can be seen that videos #2, #3, #8 and #10 have full scores of 3, which corresponds to half educational value. As seen in Figure 5 , these videos have all their summary segments clustered to the left. This is due to the preference that the summarization technique gives to the first part of the audio stream, a region wherein a standard newscast is gathered the major part of the information. The problem is that in some cases, where different topics are covered over the newscast (multi-topic newscast, interviews, round tables, reports, etc.), the relevant information is distributed all over the video. So, if a significant amount of relevant segments are grouped in this region, the summarization algorithm uses all the space available for the summary very fast, leaving away a vast region of the audio stream. By contrast, video #7, which also has all its summary segments clustered to the left has a full score equal to 4. In this case, the second half of the video does not contain much relevant information; thus, focusing on its first part does not have a significant repercussion on the audio summarization performance. 
Subjective evaluation
In the previous section we had presented an evaluation methodology where each component is independently evaluated form the rest of the components. In this section we present an integral evaluation proposition where the system will be tested as a whole. This type of evaluation will involve the final users completing a questionnaire, which is considered to be the best indicator of quality for this type of system. There will be twelve participants who will be evaluating the summarized videos; six of these will be in Arabic (three men and three women per language). The participants must be at least 18 years old, with at least high school level education. If the participant has understanding problems and reading or writing impairment, they will not be allowed to participate in this evaluation. Evaluation will be on various topics such as Politics, Soccer, War, Homosexuality and each participant will receive three videos. The questionnaires accurately analyze the quality of video summarization while taking into account the proposed resources. When the user first accesses the AMIS website, the evaluation will start with the user having to complete respondent information (see Figure 6 ) and some data about the human interfaces (see Figure 7 ) they usually use. Sociodemographic information on the evaluators will be obtained in order to enhance the last stage of data analytics. The respondent will only be allowed to complete the text and video evaluation once these forms have been completed. For each video, there will be two general questions. They will be on a scale from 0 ("Not done") to 4 ("Excellent"). These answers will give an idea as to whether the summary is understandable or if any part do not make sense. Following this, depending on the video length, there will be 3-5 video specific questions which will have only three possible answers. The answers to the specific questions will allow us to see if the summarization has gathered the main ideas (see Figure 8 ).
Conclusion
This paper summarizes the implementation of the AMIS project with the production of a functional prototype allowing the capture of the main idea of a video in a foreign language (Arabic in this case). The result is a summary of the original video in English. This system provides good results but has to be improved obviously. This project was a real challenge since there are scientific locks for each used component: video summary, audio summary, text summary, automatic speech recognition and machine translation. Even the objective evaluation was a real problem since we do not have reference corpora to estimate the performance of the different components, but we overcame this issue by creating pseudo-reference corpora. A subjective evaluation was also conducted where several people evaluated the quality of the summaries.. Each component of AMIS corresponds to a research problem not completely solved, but we decided to tackle these different problems. Several lines of research have emerged and for which we proposed to find solutions. The serialization of components in the architecture of AMIS is a problem for which we are well aware, however the results obtained are not as bad as we imagined at the beginning. Indeed, the propagation of errors is a real handicap, but the inter-component collaboration has been made possible thanks to a well-thought-out arrangement of the different components. We are currently working on other types of architecture allowing more flexibility in communication to improve the results.
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